The Three Little Pigs

Once upon a time there were three little pigs. One pig built a house of straw while the second pig built his house with sticks. They built their houses very quickly and then sang and danced all day because they were lazy. The third little pig worked hard all day and built his house with bricks.

A big bad wolf saw the two little pigs while they danced and played and thought, “What juicy tender meals they will make!” He chased the two pigs and they ran and hid in their houses. The big bad wolf went to the first house and huffed and puffed and blew the house down in minutes. The frightened little pig ran to the second pig’s house that was made of sticks. The big bad wolf now came to this house and huffed and puffed and blew the house down in hardly any time. Now, the two little pigs were terrified and ran to the third pig’s house that was made of bricks.

The big bad wolf tried to huff and puff and blow the house down, but he could not. He kept trying for hours but the house was very strong and the little pigs were safe inside. He tried to enter through the chimney but the third little pig boiled a big pot of water and kept it below the chimney. The wolf fell into it and died.

The two little pigs now felt sorry for having been so lazy. They too built their houses with bricks and lived happily ever after.
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Eunique on April 1st, 2015 at 11:57 pm
This is a really cool story and that is exactly what that wolf get trying to be so bad and the 2 pigs trying to be lazy this is a vlxute and cool little story!!!!

Elizabeth Joy Napat on August 9th, 2012 at 9:39 am
likkeeeeeeeeeeee

Eunique on April 1st, 2015 at 11:58 pm
WOW CUTEEEE!!!!!!

Jherico Bacurin on August 30th, 2012 at 9:20 am
WEW

William Putrajaya on April 27th, 2013 at 2:11 am
apa e seng wew. matamu seng wew

William Putrajaya on April 27th, 2013 at 2:12 am
apa e seng wew. matamu seng wew. ooooooo00000000000 asu

Daluro Luis Rey on August 30th, 2012 at 9:20 am
WEW

Jherico Bacurin on August 30th, 2012 at 9:20 am
LKEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE

Elvinson N Dason on August 30th, 2012 at 9:52 am
00000000000000000

William Putrajaya on April 27th, 2013 at 2:11 am
jfgvhhhtyftftfyfhjkhiuj

Daluro Luis Rey on August 30th, 2012 at 9:20 am
LKEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE

Paw Dingcong on August 31st, 2012 at 1:40 am
^^

Ronmae Quevedo Burgos on September 10th, 2012 at 10:28 am
.....wews!

canvas prints leeds on February 24th, 2013 at 2:40 am
My relatives always say that I am killing my time here at web, but I know I am getting know-how everyday by reading such pleasant posts.

bella kiss on February 24th, 2013 at 11:52 pm
like like
delly on March 9th, 2013 at 3:03 pm
i likeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee

. on March 13th, 2013 at 1:54 am
poo

meo on April 9th, 2013 at 1:53 pm
cold story XD board _-_

meo on April 9th, 2013 at 1:53 pm
POOPOO

THIS GuY on April 9th, 2013 at 1:55 pm
COOL STORY BRO 8=====>

laron smith on April 9th, 2013 at 2:41 pm
this sound doesnt sound rite and i like this storie its is my favorite fairy tale of
all time likeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee

laron smith on April 9th, 2013 at 2:41 pm
me likeyyyyy

THIS GuY on April 9th, 2013 at 4:42 pm
NICE STORY MAN THE WOLF SUCK

this guy on April 9th, 2013 at 4:44 pm
i don't like the wolf

bob on April 9th, 2013 at 5:51 pm
cool

meo on April 10th, 2013 at 1:38 pm
pooooooooooo nigga ugly andrew

Maribel Martinez on April 13th, 2013 at 12:03 am
Ohhhh i love this story

Paul Allen Reverente on April 17th, 2013 at 11:22 am
Haha poor wolf.

William Putrajaya on April 27th, 2013 at 2:12 am
cok

Zej Hemisphere on April 17th, 2013 at 11:22 am
Haha poor wolf.
I read this everynight before i go to sleep...I remember the time when my mōm read this story when I was 2yrs young.poor wolf

I like the tree little pgs.

I like the tree little pgs.

this is very short story and I like this.

pigs

like it....

The classics are the best!!

bitches be tripin!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Hey

everyone know its the three little frogs

this was a little short book but good

Hi

the three little pigs
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BACON!!!

paul on November 26th, 2013 at 4:12 pm
this the worst story in the world

m on November 26th, 2013 at 4:15 pm
this story was gayyyyyy

manoj chouhan on November 28th, 2013 at 12:27 pm
great story . .

Cachorrilo Glez on December 10th, 2013 at 5:14 am
this story is cool I like so much

yogeeta on December 13th, 2013 at 6:39 am
nice story for kids.......my kids liked it a lot and i know regularly see this site for more stories

Dineez Elivera on December 13th, 2013 at 3:00 pm
nice

Arslan Bahtti on January 6th, 2014 at 3:50 pm
very nice

Muhamad Saad on January 16th, 2014 at 7:33 am
I ever saw the movie in the television (disney cartoon) 😊

Lovely Bulado on January 20th, 2014 at 3:40 am
It's very nice,

Jordan Timola on February 8th, 2014 at 9:46 am
I APPRECIATED MUCH THE STORY HEHE SOOOOOOOO CUTE

Nazer Peterson on February 19th, 2014 at 3:18 am
Nice Story For Kids 😊 My Student(Cousin) Like This

Princess Chelle on February 22nd, 2014 at 1:53 am
very Nice sTory :) )

Jhans Mirador on March 1st, 2014 at 2:01 am
what do you think the moral lesson

nathalie nycene tarrosa on March 2nd, 2014 at 6:53 am
the wolf had a tragic ending :'( 

Bradley Barnes on March 11th, 2014 at 4:22 am
Yeah it was great until i had to read to my daughter the friggin wolf had died, then she kept asking god damn questions and wouldn't go to bed...
IDK WHT IM DOING!

Wynne Tricia Kie on December 14th, 2014 at 6:32 am
Good story...i take that story for my class meeting

Iskander Aminov on December 24th, 2014 at 5:09 am
Isn't the moral kind of obvious? You work hard to save your friends and not get eaten.

Phyllis Bose on January 17th, 2015 at 1:16 pm
Put others before your self

Mark SuckerBurg on January 29th, 2015 at 6:12 am
Cheap junk is never a good idea.

Mark SuckerBurg on January 29th, 2015 at 6:12 am
Cheap junk is never a good idea.

Suwayne on January 29th, 2015 at 10:49 pm
It nice love the story u c[I]u[c]xxx

Saul Quintero Flores on February 2nd, 2015 at 11:36 pm
Beauty

Việt An on February 12th, 2015 at 7:27 am
good story

Maame Adwoa on February 28th, 2015 at 1:50 pm
Very very lovely story my three little girls really enjoy the story
Thank you really inspiring

Lady Vaughn on March 1st, 2015 at 3:08 pm
Build on a good foundation, even if it mean cutting ties with some foll. Don't let your living be in vain, be able to stand, even if its alone.

Hater on March 7th, 2015 at 2:55 am
stupid

Mario Nicholas Reyhan on March 18th, 2015 at 9:22 am
The Story is to Long xD

Jalen on March 24th, 2015 at 2:24 pm
great story

Shanya on March 31st, 2015 at 8:20 am
Was a nice story except wolf part
Wow

Afaf Amer on April 10th, 2015 at 11:41 am
i love this story I was lookink for it and finally I found it

Amoz Newkirk on April 17th, 2015 at 8:17 pm
this story is the meaning of life.

Clodila on April 28th, 2015 at 7:25 pm
Thanks for sharing it! I'll use it with my pupils and let you know if they like it :) Good work

Prabas Khanal on May 5th, 2015 at 9:20 am
Yas the story is long xD

Fernando Rivera on June 1st, 2015 at 9:13 pm
I love this story also

Divyaanshi Mohan on June 12th, 2015 at 7:41 am
A good story I read the story and I used for my project

Divyaanshi Mohan on June 12th, 2015 at 7:57 am
This story is about hardwork and not so lazy and a new thing to learn for kids.... And also we should not be bad like the wolf of the three little pigs and I think it was a very nice story and we all should read more stories of this website only

Ellen Giel Parreño on July 19th, 2015 at 6:04 am
Very lovely

Dominique Ryan Aquino on July 23rd, 2015 at 12:20 pm
This lesson is about not to be lazy because people will destroy your house XD

Sean XD on August 3rd, 2015 at 4:13 am
edi wow

Frank Blanco on August 3rd, 2015 at 10:43 am
I like this

Sittie Amor Ali on August 13th, 2015 at 12:46 pm
i like the story about the three little pigs <3 <3 <3 very lovely <3 <3 <3

John Daniel Florendo on August 18th, 2015 at 9:39 am
This is perfect for my storytelling in English!!! Whooohoo!!!!
#Storytelling
Crawford David on October 27th, 2015 at 10:42 am
this is for my lovley homework my teacher asked me too tell the class the story and i got extra play and did not have to do work

Benaya Ph on October 27th, 2015 at 2:32 pm
need this for my public story telling, thanks a lot mate

Vaishali Shinde on November 2nd, 2015 at 2:36 am
hi

Cheryl Beriawel Ramirez on November 4th, 2015 at 2:52 pm
Very nice story and lovely story

Josephine Hermosa Roferos on November 8th, 2015 at 1:44 am
It's amazing!!!

Josephine Hermosa Roferos on November 8th, 2015 at 2:01 am
Blow job

Justin Bowker on November 14th, 2015 at 8:26 pm
yes please

Laura Sofía Penagos on November 16th, 2015 at 4:19 pm
hey woe

Jose Castro on November 16th, 2015 at 9:20 pm
That is true lazy Ratu Hanun

Brianharold Comeling on November 19th, 2015 at 7:07 am
i love it

Aboud Dmour on November 25th, 2015 at 4:06 pm
nice

Samuel Dickey on December 7th, 2015 at 8:17 pm
came three times

Samuel Dickey on December 7th, 2015 at 8:19 pm
it was amazing

Mairy Klement on December 9th, 2015 at 12:45 am
Cool storie

Cristina on February 12th, 2016 at 5:46 pm
Hello everybody, my name is Cristina, I am 13 years old and I am Brazilian. As you can see I do not speak nor write well in English (Guys! It is very difficult), so I decided to give it a read this story to reinforce my study in the language.
Loved it!! Very cute!!

shelby Stewart on May 1st, 2016 at 7:26 pm
I like the three little pigs

Oh Yes... on October 17th, 2016 at 1:37 pm
$================D

isaiah on October 18th, 2016 at 11:38 pm
BORINGGGGGGGGGGGGGG
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